Apartments

Apartments:

These facilities were designed for upperclassmen who seek independent living; first-year undergraduates are not assigned here. The one-bedroom apartments (two students) and two-bedroom apartments (four students) are fully furnished with complete kitchen, living room, bathroom and bedroom(s). Utilities are included in the rent charge. Rooms are equipped wired internet access via data port(s). Residents must furnish their own kitchen and dining utensils, linen, pillows, telephone and other personal supplies.

If you have a documented special need that requires telephone-related attachments (e.g. answering machine, TTY, flashing ringer, flashing alarm clock, etc.), please inform the Student Housing office prior to your arrival.

None of the buildings are air conditioned.

- **Hale Noelani** [1] accommodates residents in five 3-story buildings accessible by stairs and elevators. Second-year undergraduates are eligible to reside in Hale Noelani.
- **Hale Wainani** [2] accommodates students in two high-rise towers (13 and 14 stories) and two low-rise buildings. Units are accessible by stairs and elevators.
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